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We’ve taken the highlights of 
the show to help you make 
sense of hustle and bustle.

If the past two years have shown us one thing, it’s the incredible 
importance and diversity of the UK’s retail supply chain! The massive 
increase in online consumer spending in the past years could easily have 
brought the supply of goods across the country to a halt, yet instead we 
have seen the emergence of incredible new logistics technologies and 
solutions which have not only allowed supply chains to remain functional, 
but also to thrive, become more advanced and increase efficiency!

As a retailer, there has never been a more important time to ensure that 
your supply chain is both optimised and modernised, and at the Retail 
Supply Chain and Logistics Expo 2022, we’ll be bringing you everything 
you need to ensure that you achieve both.

From the world-class content delivered by industry leaders to the 
innovative exhibitors making waves at the forefront of the industry, the 
show has been designed specifically to help you take your supply chain 
and logistics to the next level, provide the experience that your end users 
have come to expect, and ultimately remain competitive when it matters 
most… right now!

Welcome to the Retail Supply Chain & Logistics Expo!

Listen and learn from the 
most influential leaders and 
professionals the industry has 
to offer. 

Celebrating the latest 
innovations within the industry. 

Our expert-led, interactive 
and educational masterclass 
sessions are delivered by those 
who are at the forefront of 
their industry.

Meet the organisations who 
have supported us for 2022. 
We’ve been working together 
to make this the must attend 
show of the year! 

Don’t miss a seminar with our 
full schedule available to plan 
your day and make the most 
out of your two days with us.

Which exhibitor do you want 
to see? Have a look at the list, 
and work out those which are 
a perfect fit for you! 

Don’t let the busy show floor 
overwhelm you! Make sense 
of the leading show with the 
floorplan. Where will you visit 
first? 

11 264 21146 17
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HIGHLIGHTSSHOWMASTERCLASSES
Listen to the brightest minds in the industry; 
debate the hottest topics and be sure to have 
your say with the leading experts from today. 

INNOVATION 
AWARDS
Join us as we celebrate the 
solutions that are pioneering 
change in the industry and 
pushing the realms of what is 
possible.

From stock checking drones to autonomous packing, 
this is the place to discover the technologies shaping 
the warehouses of tomorrow!

WAREHOUSE
TECHNOLOGY

TRANSPORT & 
DELIVERY
Discover the vehicles of the future - will 
transportation and delivery vehicles be both 
green and driverless in our lifetime?

Be among the first 
to experience the 
pioneering products 
that are pushing the 
boundaries of innovation. SPEAKERS

Hear from the greatest and most influential speakers 
who are driving change in the world of supply chain & 
logistics. Given the abundance of subjects and trends 
on offer, you are sure to find a topic for you. 

AI
Experience the AI-powered solutions driving the 
future of warehouse automation across the globe, 
as AI continues to make waves in the industry!

Get your business cards 
at the ready! Meet with 
like-minded professionals 
and make that connection 
which could transform your 
business - or career! 

NETWORKING

PRODUCT 
LAUNCHES

Try before you buy! Witness the all new 
advancements that are sure to help your business 
achieve the level of growth you’ve been striving for.

LIVE DEMOS

ROBOTS
It’s the rise of the robots! We’ll be showcasing 
robotics and automation technology from across 
the world of the supply chain, in order to keep 
you in the loop!

PACKING
As standard packaging options are becoming less 
popular in an environmentally conscious world, now 
is the time for greener, safer solutions!
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From stock-checking drones in warehouses 
to click and drop delivery systems, there are 
countless innovations which have taken the 
supply chain industry by storm and advanced it 
to an incredible new level. It can be difficult to 

know which is the perfect solution for your retail 
business, so we’ve gone above and beyond to 
bring you a keynote lineup of the brightest minds 
and biggest brands in the industry, to guide you 
down the path to success!

KEYNOTE
SPEAKERS

THEATRE 4

DANIEL 
PEACH

YOGITH 
KRISHNA 

DARREN 
HATTON

SAM 
BEVAN

NICK 
BRACKENBURY

RICH 
BAYER

NICK KING

Google

PepsiCo

Royal Mail 

Snapchat

Near St

Clearpay

AutoTrader

Weds 2 | 11.00
Keynote Theatre 4

Weds 2 | 13.15
Keynote Theatre 4

Weds 2 | 11.45
Keynote Theatre 4

Thurs 3 | 11.00
Keynote Theatre 4

Thurs 3 | 12.30
Keynote Theatre 4

Weds 2 | 14.45
Keynote Theatre 4

Thurs 3 | 14.00
Keynote Theatre 4

The number of shoppers
buying online and researching
online before buying in-store
have seen sustained increases
through the pandemic. Finding
and nurturing your most
profitable customers across
channels can be challenging.
Daniel will share examples
of how European retailers in
Google’s digital acceleration
programme have increased
profitability and how you can
adopt the approach in your
digital transformal journeys.

What are the various complex 
operations, vulnerabilities 
and bottlenecks in current 
supply chain. Importance 
of transforming the existing 
supply chains in creating a 
sustainable operations.

Click and drop - our simplest 
cloud-based shipping solution. 
Watch a live demo on 
how you can scale up your 
parcel dispatch to multiple 
workstations as well as 
incorporate multiple trading 
names, setup an automatic 
upload of website orders and 
connect directly with your 
marketplace accounts to track 
your items,and pull through 
new orders ready for dispatch. 
Process electronic customs 
details, automatic label printing 
and so much more.

Snapchat has developed stacks 
of tools that enable marketeers 
to grow and communicate 
with their consumers in an 
effective way on the platform. 
Sam Bevan, Snapchat’s 
Director of Emerging EMEA, 
explains how to work across 
the continuously evolving 
and interconnected set of 
tools that share a common 
foundation for generating app 
installs, increasing revenue and 
exceeding your customers’ 
expectations. This session will 
be pulling on examples of 
different businesses currently 
working with the platform.

Over the past 12 months customers going online to search for products stocked 
locally has more than quadrupled, as the pandemic has sparked new habits in 
local shopping. Based on more than 3 billion monthly data points NearSt CEO Nick 
Brackenbury will dive into the rapidly changing local product discovery habits of 
shoppers, and how retailers are using this to drive footfall.

With millennial and genz share 
of spend set to increase to 
47% by 2030 across Australia, 
the UK and the U.S, these 
generations are rewriting 
the rules of spending. Join 
Clearpay’s Country Manager, 
Rich Bayer, for a fireside 
chat with Clearpay merchant 
partners as they discuss 
how they are innovating to 
capture the the attention of 
these increasingly influential 
consumers and how they are 
pivoting to offer flexibility 
throughout the shopping 
journey.

The pandemic forced change
out of necessity, so retailers
could continue to trade.
But we’re now seeing a
move to really build on that
change and improve the buyer
experience permanently. What
are the consumer trends?
What do we see on our
platform and how are the best
retailers using digital to
grow their businesses?

Making Digital Channels 
More Profitable

Transformation in 
Supply Chain

Make Your Life Easier 
with Royal Mail’s Click 
and Drop Shipping 
Platform.

Achieving Business 
Success on Snapchat

The Local Future of Online Shopping

How Gen Z/Millennials 
are Rewriting the Rules 
of Spending

The Digitalisation of Car 
Buying - An Automotive 
Case Study

SUPPORTED BY: 
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FOR THE 
UPDATED 
LINE-UP 
PLEASE 
CHECK OUR 
WEBSITE: 
retailscl.co.ukAYMER 

WILSON 

PHIL 
HANNA

META SENIOR 
DIRECTOR

ROI 
ELIZONDO

Whistlefish

DHL Supply Chain Huboo Technologies

Hermes

Weds 2  | 13.15
Keynote Theatre 1

Weds 2| 12.30
Keynote Theatre 4

Thur 3 | 11.45
Keynote Theatre 4

Thurs 3 | 14.45
Keynote Theatre 4

Weds 2  | 14.00
Keynote Theatre 1

Do you have a bricks and 
mortar retail store and want 
to harness the power of 
your brand to build online? 
This seminar will explore 
the journey Whistlefish has 
taken from South West 
seasonal dependent company 
to a national player in their 
industry, through building a 
sound and scalable ecommerce 
strategy.

Significant digital acceleration, plus shifting consumer behaviour and 
expectations of retail brands, means the way brands are being built 
is changing. Welcome to the next era of growth, where connected 
brands grow by connecting with people in different ways based on 
what matters most to them.
In this session, hear about Meta’s new brand building study, with 
key findings to help marketers shift brand metrics, including three 
multipliers to supercharge brand campaigns:
• Connected Voices: choosing the best audience to voice your brand 

stories
• Connected Experiences: offering new ways to connect with 

different audiences by increasing brand touchpoints
• Connected Discovery: using a shoppable layer to make the 

purchase easy when in a discovery mindset

Learn how DHL implements 
new innovation and 
digitalisation solutions that 
lead to creating the warehouse 
and fulfilment operations for 
tomorrow.

Continental Europe has 
more than 450 million online 
shoppers. Most European 
countries are experiencing 
year-to-year double-digit 
growth. A wide range 
of sales channels, good 
logistics infrastructure and 
service providers, and new 
technologies have made it 
easier than ever to access 
relevant single markets. Brexit 
is a matter of the past and 
selling abroad at the reach of 
your hand!

Customers like the speed and 
convenience of shopping online, and 
expect a fast turnaround of their 
orders. They expect the goods to 
match the product description, be 
in perfect condition and delivered 
quickly anywhere in the world. Delays, 
high shipping costs and errors will be 
detrimental to your brand reputation. 
Retailers need secure warehousing 
facilities, robust real-time stock 
management processes, and strong 
domestic and international shipping 
options to meet expectations.

RACHIT 
KAPOOR
Amazon

Weds 2  | 12.30
Keynote Theatre 1

World is evolving dramatically 
and so are consumers. 
Marketing to the new age 
digital world isn’t any more 
about increasing reach, visits, 
likes, and comments. So, 
whether a brand is trying 
to reach out to a GEN Z or 
a Millennial, the disruption 
casued by the pandemic and 
the increasing demands to 
use technology, the world of 
consumerism is far different 
from what we just knew a 
couple of years ago.

Marketing to the New 
Digital Age World

Harnessing the Power of 
Your Retail Shop Online

The Next Era of Growth: Shaping the Future of Retail 
and eComm with Connected Brands

Digitalisation of the 
Supply Chain Selling Across Europe

Multi-channel & Multi-territory 
Fulfilment Made Easy

LEN 
PANNETT
Visagio Ltd

Thurs 3  | 13.15
Keynote Theatre 4

How can retail supply chain 
leaders make the right
decisions in the face of 
evolving customer behaviours
and expectations, particularly 
in the face of supply chain 
and digital disruptions, and all 
indicators are that the pace of 
those is accelerating?
In this talk, we will look at how 
modelling brings the flexibility, 
agility and responsiveness - the 
resilience - to succeed in the 
challenging environment that 
retail now sees.

Meeting Customer 
Needs Through 
Modelling
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INDUSTRY 
AWARDS

aWarDS

Want to discover the latest 
and greatest industry 
innovations, which are 
taking the world of the 
retail supply chain and 
logistics sector by storm?

The awards are designed to celebrate the 
companies that are pushing the boundaries when 
it comes to innovation and driving change in this 
demanding industry which has seen an influx of 
new developments in the past 12 months. 

With two prestigious awards up for grabs at this 
years event, nominees are those whose products 
or services are enabling new establishments to 
not only attract, but also retain more customers 
than ever before. 

This award identifies the demand for the 
high-speed logistics services, celebrating the 
solutions that are driving efficiency and delivering 
unprecedented convenience for customers.

This award recognises companies that 
demonstrate driving change by the adaption of 
new, innovative supply chain practices.

LOGISTICS 
SOLUTION OF THE 
YEAR AWARD

BEST SUPPLY 
CHAIN SOLUTION 
AWARD

Nominees Nominees

Shopopop Swiss Sort & Prolistic

Instabox urb-it

Huboo Technologies Palletline

Cloud9 Fulfilment Limited

Peregrine Ltd

Zencargo

Vicinity RFID Solutions Ltd

SC2072 SC2351

SC2053 SC2220

SC2071 SC2313

SC2343

SC2303

SC2261

ST2010

Designed specifically to provide you with an 
all-encompassing platform to optimise your 
business, our show provides an unprecedented 
networking platform, enabling thousands of 
professionals from across the globe to develop 
their own professional knowledge, pass on their 
industry insight, and cultivate invaluable new 
business contacts.

With this in mind, we’ve put together our top 
tips for building your network, so be sure to put 
them to the test in this year’s networking area!

Top tips when it comes to successful 

NETWORKING

02

05

03

06

The best way to engage with people is to 
make real connections, so take the time 
to ask their opinions on the topics that 
matter - you’ll quickly find some common 
ground and build rapport. 

We all know the benefits of networking, but 
many of us struggle to make the most of the 
opportunity offered to us at a trade show. 
Make a plan: who do you want to talk to? 
How are you going to build a connection? Even 
write notes on their business card so you can 
remember what you discussed when it comes 
to following up later.

How often have you been just about to hand 
over your card to a potential client when 
you realise your number - or job title - has 
changed? Get your cards updated now and 
have a seamless handover at the event. 

If there’s somebody you’d love to meet at 
the show, don’t just hope to bump into 
them! Of course, you never know who you 
could meet in the networking area, but if 
you’re serious about meeting face to face 
with someone, why not invite them to 
meet up beforehand?

The only way you can make new contacts 
is to be fearless and set about introducing 
yourself, whether that’s in the networking 
area, or on someone’s stand. And 
remember - a smile is a great way to start 
a conversation!

ASK 
QUESTIONS

BE 
SPECIFIC

TAKE IT 
SERIOUSLY

UPDATE 
YOUR 
BUSINESS 
CARDS

BE 
PREPARED

GET 
STUCK IN

Whether you’re looking for your 
next business partner, investor 
or even your next career move, 
there’s still nothing that makes 
a lasting first impression like 
the passing of a business 
card through face-to-face 
networking.

01

04
The power of networking lies in building 
meaningful connections, so it’s better to 
have fewer, quality conversations with the 
right people than spread yourself too thinly 
and make little impact. Think about who 
you really want to meet first - checking 
our exhibitor listings in the showguide is a 
great place to start! 
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InDUSTry aWarDS

Ecommerce Trends 
and Evolution in 2022 

Digitalisation of 
the Supply Chain

With an experience over 53 years in 

the industry, nShift brings you thought 

leadership experts to shape up the ecomm 

evolution in 2022.

With more than 90k customers around Europe, 

we are constantly striving to understand and meet 

our customers’ needs and we do this by having 

a team of experts that bring great insights and 

findings from checkout options as ecommerce key 

differentiators, to supply chain disruptions and 

how it impacts the final customer to how you can 

use the return process in growing your business.

DHL provides secure, agile and sustainable 

fulfilment solutions that enable you to 

reach every market that matters and expand 

internationally, now and in the future.

Consumers everywhere are demanding a 

convenient and consistent experience to 

purchasing and taking delivery of goods, whether 

that’s online, in-store, or a mix of the two. In 

response, retailers and brands need to create 

a seamless omni-channel supply chain that 

integrates ordering, storing, delivery and returns, 

no matter where the product is purchased. 

Our masterclasses will explore the challenges 

faced in selling direct to consumers with higher 

personalisation demands, accessing new markets 

across borders and implementing more sustainable 

packaging practices.

HOW TO BOOK YOUR 
MASTERCLASS

Masterclasses need to be 
booked beforehand. Please, 
book your masterclass session by 
visiting the website

Schedule Schedule

11:00 

Ecom Delivery Management Trends

11:00 

Fulfilment, Personalisation and Direct 

to Consumer

11:00 

Fulfilment, Personalisation and Direct 

to Consumer

11:00 

Supply Chain and Sustainability

12:00 

Supply Chain and Sustainability 13:00 

Sustainable Packaging

13:00 

Sustainable Packaging

12:00 

Supply Chain and Sustainability

14:00 

Returns Management Trends in 2022 15:00 

Cross Border Fulfilment

15:00 

Cross Border Fulfilment

14:00 

Returns Management Trends in 2022

retailSCL.co.uk/Masterclass

NSHIFT
MASTERCLASS

DHL
MASTERCLASS

WEDNESDAY 2ND MARCH WEDNESDAY 2ND MARCHTHURSDAY 3RD MARCH THURSDAY 3RD MARCH

• Brexit, one year on: how it impacted the ecommerce sector
• Supply Chain disruptions
• Key insights and predictions for ecommerce in 2022
• Return management trends in 2022
• Use the returns in your benefit
• The power of owning the last mile delivery

• Expanding into new markets
• Direct to consumer strategies
• Sustainable packaging practices

• Omni-Channel supply chains
• Cross border challenges
• Packaging and personalisation

At a glance

At a glance
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PARTNERS Retail Supply Chain & Logistics Expo are proud to 
be partnered and sponsored by some of the most 
innovative and groundbreaking organisations in 
the industry. Their support means we’re bringing 
you a show that will undoubtedly become the 
overall blueprint for success.

SOCIaL MEDIa

Afraid you’ll miss out with so many incredible things 
happening at the show this year? Don’t worry! We’ve 
made it easier than ever for you to keep track of all of your 
favourite features.

Follow #RetailSCL and you’ll receive up-to-date information about 
everything happening from one end of the ExCeL to the other!

And don’t forget to keep a tab on our next door shows, White 
Label World Expo and Smart Retail Tech Expo. Tweet and follow 
#WhiteLabelUK, #WhiteLabelWorld and #SmartRetailTech 
to get a slice of the action at the three industry-leading events 
running alongside each other across the two days.

#RetailSCL

Live show updates right 
at your fingertips! 

FOLLOW 
THE SHOW! 

Get live alerts for seminars you’ve 
been waiting for all year

Receive unmissable notifications on 
exclusive show offers

Keep up-to-date with the time and 
location of our awards to discover who 
the winners are

Be the first to know when and where 
the latest product launches will be 
taking place on the show floor

Stay up to speed with our extensive 
range of live demos

Share the love and let everyone know 
what a great time you’re having at the 
show

Find and connect with people who are 
also at the show

Don’t Forget To 
Follow Us Too! 

@RetailSCL

14 15
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* Content and speakers are subject to change. The seminar timetable will be updated online prior to the show, so please check www.retailscl.co.uk for the latest information.

14.00

How To Transform your Customers into 
Brand Advocates

FLAVILLA FONGANG 
3 Colours Rule

11.45

Make Your Life Easier with Royal Mail’s Click 
and Drop Shipping Platform

DARREN HATTON 
Royal Mail 

11.45

Digitalisation of the Supply Chain

SENIOR DIRECTOR
DHL Supply Chain

13.15

Meeting Customer Needs Through 
Modelling 

LEN PANNETT
Visagio

11.00

Making Digital Channels More Profitable

DANIEL PEACH
Google

14.45

The Digitalisation of Car Buying - An 
Automotive Case Study

NICK KING
AutoTrader

11.00

Achieving Business Success on Snapchat

SAM BEVAN
Snapchat

12.30

How Gen Z/Millennials are Rewriting the Rules 
of Spending

RICH BAYER 
Clearpay

14.00

The Local Future of Online Shopping

NICK BRACKENBURY 
Near St

14.45

Selling Across Europe

ROI ELIZONDO 
Huboo Technologies

WEDNESDAY, 2 MARCH THURSDAY, 3 MARCH

AGENDA KEYNOTE 
THEATRE 4
SUPPORTED BY: CLEARPAY

Headline Sponsor

The 
Online 
Retail 

Sourcing 
Show

WHITELABELEXPO.COM

REGISTER FOR

FREE TICKETS
#WHITELABELUSA

SMARTRETAILEXPO.COM

REGISTER FOR

FREE TICKETS
#SMARTRETAILTECH

THE SHOW 
WHICH BRINGS 

DIGITAL 
INNOVATION 

TO THE RETAIL 
SECTOR

25 & 26 
May 2022

LVCC 
Las Vegas

25 & 26 
May 2022

LVCC 
Las Vegas

29 & 30
 Sept 2022

Javits Center 
NYC

29 & 30
 Sept 2022

Javits Center 
NYC

Transformation in Supply Chain

YOGITH KRISHNA 
PepsiCo

13.15

The Next Era of Growth: Shaping the Future of 
Retail and eComm with Connected Brands

Meta

12.30

The Positive Impact of Digital 
Transformation in Retail, Examples of What 
Works and What to Look out For

Pyramid Analytics

15.30

16 17
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* Content and speakers are subject to change. The seminar timetable will be updated online prior to the show, so please check www.retailscl.co.uk for the latest information.* Content and speakers are subject to change. The seminar timetable will be updated online prior to the show, so please check www.retailscl.co.uk for the latest information.

12.30

Versatility of Automated Order Fulfillment 
and Returns Processing

NICOLAS DEWIT
OPEX

14.45

Category Management: Do’s and Dont’s for 
the 2020s

PAOLO MALUCELLI
Athena Retail 

14.00

How Technology Is Helping Retail Survive 
and Thrive in Uncertain Times

FOLWIN HAYE
Hanshow 

14.45
BXB

11.45

Retail Marketing Means Revenue: 2022’s 
Trends and Their Effect on In-store Sales

RICARDO VARELA
Localistico

13.15

Storefront Logistics: Automation on the 
Shop-floor

PHIL HOUGHTON
KNAPP LTD 

13.15

What Is Conversational Commerce, and 
Why Do We Need It?

HENRIK FABRIN
Certainly 

14.00

Meeting the Digital Imperative Through the 
Platform Model

JESS CHRISTENSON
Mirakl 

11.45

13.15

11.00

12.30

14.00

Future of Warehousing: Holistic Solutions 
Through Efficient Mixed Fleet Operations

The Changing Face of Internal Logistics

Stay tuned via our website to keep up to 
date with what we have in store for this 
seminar session

Peer-to-peer Home Delivery: Solve Your Last 
Mile Logistics Issues

Top 8 Warehouse Organisational Ideas For 2022

MATT PRENTICE 
Rocla AGV Solutions / Mitsubishi  

11.45

Why Does It Still Hurt to Buy Groceries Online?

JEZ COLLINS  
Northfork

MATT HOWELL
LKE Group

13.15

How Algorithms ‘’See’’ Humans: Using Deep 
Learning For In-Store Customer Behaviour

NICK KOOPMANS 
PixelVision 

11.00

OneTouch Despatch - Efficient Order Picking 

JEREMY CLOUSTON-JONES
Element Logic

11.00

Adapt and Overcome Industry Challenges by 
Becoming a Tech Enabled Logistics Partner

ROB HODGSON 
Mintsoft Chain Management

ANTOINE CHEUL
Shopopop

11.00

From Last Mile to Best Mile in Urban Areas

ROB SCHUURBIERS
Simacan 

AARON THORNTON 
Kardex

12.30

AI Based Multichannel Pricing Strategies

NILS STREITBÜRGER 
Panther Solutions GmbH

Lucka Box

14.00

How Improved Data Can Drive Environmental 
Change in the NetZero Century

TIM REED
Waste Efficiency 

WEDNESDAY, 2 MARCH
WEDNESDAY, 2 MARCH

THURSDAY, 3 MARCH
THURSDAY, 3 MARCH

AGENDA SEMINAR 
THEATRE 14 - WAREHOUSE 
TECHNOLOGY

AGENDA SEMINAR 
THEATRE 13

11.45

Rapid Growth Strategies for Ecomerce 
Businesses

JOSHUA HEGARTY & NEIL 
ARMSTRONG
Cloud9 Fulfilment Ltd

14.45
DUNCAN POTTER
Pricer 

The Revolution Race: How Can Stores Catch 
up Online?

15.30
KYRYL HNAPOVSKYI
IntreSmart Ltd

How to Extend Your Customer’s Experience 
and Empower Brand Awareness Using XR 
Technologies

12.30

Bringing the Shelf-Edge to Life: Musgrave’s 
Digital Vision for Its Store Estate

DUNCAN POTTER, TREVOR MAGILL, 
JONATHAN MCMASTERS
Pricer, Musgrave Northern Ireland, Unipos

Stay tuned via our website to keep up to 
date with what we have in store for this 
seminar session
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* Content and speakers are subject to change. The seminar timetable will be updated online prior to the show, so please check www.retailscl.co.uk for the latest information.

12.30
Why Consumer Choice in the Checkout 
Leads to Better Ecommerce Business

Instabox

13.15

Innovation in Last-Mile Logistics

SÉBASTIEN POTTS 
Urb-It

11.45

13.15

11.00

12.30

14.00

The Power of Real Time Data in Logistics

Driving Innovation for the Future of Palletised 
Freight Delivery

Harnessing Ai-driven, Real-time Data to Achieve 
a Frictionless End-to-end Supply Chain

Parcel Lockers the Final Frontier of Last Mile 
Delivery?

Key Visibility Challenges Unlocked in Grocery 
Supply Chains

11.45

Data Integration Reimagined

JOHN BEMAN 
Lobster UK

ANDREI DANESCU  
BotsAndUs

HARPREET SOHAL
Palletline Ltd

11.00

The Benefit to Auditing Stock Throughout the 
Supply Chain?

FAISAL ASHFAQ
Retail & Asset Solutions - Supply 
Chain Management

MARTYN NOBLE
Hurricane Modular Commerce 

TANEL RAUN 
Parcelsea

MATT HOLLAND
Tive Inc

WEDNESDAY, 2 MARCH THURSDAY, 3 MARCH
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6 River Systems
Stand Number SC2222
Starting with Chuck, a collaborative mobile 
robot, 6 River Systems is building fulfillment 
solutions that power the winning warehouses of 
tomorrow.
6river.com

AB BIOINNOVATIONS
Stand Number SC2063

Abandoned and Salvage Cargo Company
Stand Number SC2352
Full cycle re-purpose company dealing in 
abandoned & salvage cargo and surplus and 
return consumer items . Own transport , 
warehousing , de-branding and disposal servise 
if necessary in-house.With the client in mind we 
provide cost effective solutions for all problem 
stocks.Call for more info.
07944684675
www.surplusandreturnsstock.com

ABG Couriers
Stand Number SC2122
ABG/CGC Couriers LTD is a leading national 
multi-drop and same day specialist with a fleet 
of over 300 vehicles providing services to some 
of the worlds largest carriers. We have the ability 
to understand our customers requirements to 
develop partnerships that deliver an exceptional 
customer experience. Headquartered in 
Manchester the company has developed a 
national reach over recent years with bases from 
Dundee to Exeter.
07376 792476
www.abgcouriers.com

Access Mintsoft
Stand Number SC2331
Access Mintsoft provides a cloud-based software 
built  for E-commerce, third-party logistics, 
warehouse and fulfilment businesses. Mintsoft 
offers an order management system for online 
retailers, fulfilment houses and third-party 
logistics companies, along with a warehouse 
management system.
0203 608 9802
www.mintsoft.co.uk

AkdenizRack
Stand Number SC2161
AkdenizRack has been manufacturing, 
designing, and installing commercial and 
industrial storage racking systems and solutions 
for over 45 years across the globe. Our versatility 
and speciality allow us to offer a competitive and 
professional service to tailor your needs.
+44 7957397651
www.akdenizrack.com

Amazon Distribution & Fulfilment
Stand Number SC2171
Our vision is to provide reliable, cost-effective, 
and global end-to-end supply chain solutions. By 
partnering with us, you will benefit from: Prime-
like ship speeds| Optimised costs with a single 
pool of inventory|Simple, predictable pricing | 
Unbranded packaging | Real-time tracking
0203 680 1199
sell.amazon.co.uk/fulfilment-by-amazon/
fba-multi-channel

Aramex
Stand Number SC2231
Founded in 1982 as an express operator, we 
quickly grew into a global logistics network with 
more than 600 offices in over 65 countries, that 
delivers logistics services and transportation 
solutions globally.
+44 (1753) 210503
www.aramex.com

Athena Retail
Stand Number SC2280
Athena Retail: the Power of Space. We put the 
reliability, experience and passion of our team 
at the service of our customers, to successfully 
manage space and create value. We aim to be at 
the side of retail companies to give consumers 
the products they want, where and when they 
want them.
(+39) 051 5870 755
www.athenaretail.com

Atula Technologies Ltd
Stand Number ST2010
Atula™ Technologies Ltd. is a British, customer-
centric, technology company. Our mission is 
to help small and medium enterprises become 
more resilient, sustainable and profitable. 
Discover more about our mobile-enabled Order 
& Delivery Management System and Digital Point 
of Sale. Find us at ST2010.
02071014351
www.atulatech.com

Autofulfil
Stand Number SC2080
Autofulfil is the gateway to Europe for 
eCommerce brands looking to fulfil orders for 
customers in the EU. As Ireland’s top fulfilment 
centre with a 99.9% order accuracy rate, 99.7% 
same-day fulfilment rate, and exceptional 
customer service team - we help brands grow 
and scale quickly and easily.
+353 (01) 553 1389
autofulfil.com

Autostore
Stand Number SC2040
Revolutionary cube-based warehouse 
automation. Our system reduces your storage 
footprint by up to 75% while making your 
operations faster and incredibly reliable. Our 
robots run in the dark and use close to zero 
energy. We can build your cube in any shape - 
and expand it without stopping operations.  Get 
in touch with us and get a design. Do like Puma, 
Gucci, ASDA, Bosch, DHL, Texas Instruments 
and some of the largest eCommerce companies 
around - Stop Airhousing and Get AutoStore.
autostoresystem.com

Axelent Ltd
Stand Number SC2442
Axelent manufacture machine guarding, 
partitioning, and edge protection systems for 
warehouse and industry. We provide a complete 
safety solution including pedestrian barriers, 
racking protection, robot guards, and secure 
storage cages. Axelent operates globally serving 
over 60 different countries worldwide.
+44 1793 523535
www.axelent.co.uk

bekuplast GmbH
Stand Number SC2170
The bekuplast group of companies is one of 
Europe’s leading manufacturers of reusable 
transport packaging made of plastic. The group 
is headquartered in Ringe, Germany. From here, 
their plastic containers, trays, and pallets have 
made their way out across the entire planet.
+49 5944 9333-0
www.bekuplast.com

BillerudKorsnäs
Stand Number SC2120
BillerudKorsnäs helps global brands gain control 
of their packaging in Asia. We find solutions 
to help our customers decrease freight costs, 
achieve higher freight density, reduce risk & 
damage and improve consistency to drive brand 
value. Our solutions save customers 15-30%+
5035286798
www.billerudkorsnas.com/
managedpackaging

Bloq.it
Stand Number SC2082
Smart lockers for smart businesses. Bloq.it is 
providing Click & Collect smart parcel lockers 
for retail, logistic, e-commerce, as well as quick 
commerce industry, which enables businesses to 
optimize their costs and increase their revenue as 
well as efficiency.
bloq.it

14.45
Samsara INC.

Stay tuned via our website to keep up to date with 
what we have in store for this seminar session

14.00
ALLA ANASHENKOVA 
ThroughPut Inc

Leveraging AI to Improve Material and Free 
Cash Flow Across The End-to-End Supply 
Chain
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Blue Robot Company
Stand Number SC2083
Blue Robot Company makes the premier 
automated storage and retrieval system (ASRS) 
for small and medium sized businesses. Blue 
Robot can be installed in almost any location, 
including mezzanines. All we require is a flat 
floor, a ceiling height of 3.8 meters, power, and 
an internet connection.
+4792096160
www.bluerobotcompany.com

Bonus Eventus Maintenance Ltd
Stand Number SC2190
Our clients come to us when they need an 
economic solution to manage buildings that 
have old, unreliable mechanical/electrical and 
HVAC systems, or if they are frustrated with 
poor maintenance services and need a trusted 
partner to provide expert maintenance for their 
M&E equipment and HVAC systems.
01276986130
bonuseventus.co.uk

BotsAndUs
Stand Number SC2001
BotsAndUs develops robotics and AI logistics 
solutions to drive better business decisions. 
Mim, our fully autonomous mobile and modular 
robot measures, tracks and finds goods across 
warehouses without workflow disruption and 
provides real time data at every stage of the 
process.
www.botsandus.com

BusinessesForSale.com
Stand Number SC2091
BusinessesForSale.com, the world`s largest 
marketplace showcasing businesses for sale, 
attracts over 1.2 million buyers and sellers every 
month. Our influential platform advertises 
60,000 global businesses and franchises for 
sale, including guides, professional services and 
educational resources.
uk.businessesforsale.com

BXB
Stand Number SC2203

Catalyst BI
Stand Number SC2201
Catalyst BI challenges organisations to unlock 
insights, drive performance and create value by 
bringing people and data together. Our award-
winning and innovative team has delivered 
successful solutions and services to over 300 
customers, across a range of public and private 
sector industries.
0330 380 1609
www.catalyst-it.co.uk/bi

CCL
Stand Number SC2311
In CCL, eCommerce retailers and delivery 
providers have a one-stop-shop, giving access 
to an experienced and knowledgeable team, 
an integrated suite of services, and connections 
across the globe, all designed to simplify and 
expedite your eCommerce shipments into and 
out of the UK, EU, Middle East.
+442082310900
ccllhr.com

Cloud9 Fulfilment Limited
Stand Number SC2343
Cloud9 Fulfilment are an industry-leading 
eCommerce fulfilment centre based in Sheffield. 
We work with a wide range of eCommerce 
companies to help them scale their business 
rapidly. With a particular focus on technology 
and process, we deliver a next level service to 
the businesses we work with.
0114 551 1888
www.cloud9fulfilment.co.uk

CODEL
Stand Number SC2050
Our team combines almost 30 years of 
experience in manufacturing software 
development with current best practices 
in Industry 4.0, Lean management, Smart 
factories and IIoT to give each customer cost-
effective solutions tailored to their individual 
requirements.
+38512003770
www.codel.hr

DHL Supply Chain
Stand Number SC2152
In a world where connecting is paramount, we 
pair global reach with local knowledge to deliver 
agile and dynamic end-to-end supply chain 
solutions with specialist knowledge across the 
entire retail industry.
www.dhl.com/gb-en/home/our-divisions/
supply-chain/sectors-overview/retail.html

Direct Link Worldwide Ltd
Stand Number SC2162
100% owned by PostNord, the merged Swedish 
& Danish post offices, Direct Link creates 
borderless e-commerce solutions for global 
deliveries. We know the ins and outs of global 
deliveries. Our offering includes a range of 
tracked services, customs clearance, returns and 
global fulfilment.
+44 (0)208 707 4400
www.directlink.com

DIRUX Ltd
Stand Number SC2271

Element Logic UK Ltd
Stand Number SC2333
Element Logic is the original AutoStore® partner 
and leading AutoStore intralogistics technology 
company in Europe - ensuring our customers` 
competitive edge. Established in 1985, we 
optimize warehouses of all sizes in a wide range 
of industries.
+44 0115 9375379
www.elementlogic.co.uk

eLocker
Stand Number SC2102
Are you frustrated with losing RF Guns, and 
is your employee locker management run on 
spreadsheets? eLocker provides the worlds 
largest 3PL’s and retailers a fully automated 
solution for managing RF guns and staff lockers 
- proven by customers to save around 94% of 
your management time
02087980210
www.elocker.com

Exelot
Stand Number SC2121
A complete end-to-end logistics solution 
designed specifically for e-commerce cross-
border shipping and delivery. Exelot e-commerce 
logistics services offer a more affordable way to 
ship packages to all corners of the world within a 
shorter timeframe compared to existing shipping 
options.
www.exelot.com

Ferag UK Ltd
Stand Number SC2460
Transport and sorting solutions for intralogistics. 
Any number of applications are possible. Our 
Swiss made material flow systems, are suited for 
distribution logistics, and used in e-commerce, 
fashion, automotive and food applications. 
Worldwide representation in more than 18 
countries.
01279 635 657
www.ferag.com/en

Fives Smart Automation Solutions
Stand Number SC2111
Smart, scalable, and future-proof solutions for 
sorting, handling and advanced automation. 
We bring value added solutions globally for 
our customers in retail, distribution, industry, 
e-commerce, parcel and postal.
+33 2 97 88 02 02
www.fivesgroup.com/smart-automation-
solutions

Gophr
Stand Number SC2115
Smart. Scalable. Same-day. Gophr is a smart last 
mile delivery network that connects businesses 
of all sizes, with their customers in urban 
centres across the UK. Clients include Screwfix, 
HelloFresh, Co-op, Phlo Pharmacy, Yoox Net-a-
Porter, Snappy Shopper.
uk.gophr.com

HC Slingsby PLC
Stand Number SC2051

Huboidd
Stand Number SC2403
Incorporated for an affordable eCommerce 
Fulfilment, offering Picking, Packing and Storage 
service in the UK. Huboidd is the cheapest 
eCommerce Fulfilment hub in the UK with 
amazing service and proven track record.
01164030306
huboidd.com

Huboo Technologies
Stand Number SC2071
Inexpensive, professional, multi-channel 
e-commerce fulfilment.
01722 444 025
www.huboo.co.uk

Hurricane Modular Commerce Ltd
Stand Number SC2341
Hurricane enables businesses to improve their 
cross-border offering by providing solutions that 
correctly classify products, enhance poor data, 
provide transparent Duty and Tax Calculations 
to customers and screen for Prohibited and 
Restricted Goods and Denied Parties to ensure 
they stay compliant.
www.hurricanecommerce.com

Increff
Stand Number SC2372

INKA Pallets Ltd
Stand Number SC2260
Inka Pallets` mission is to help our customers 
move and store their products in a more efficient, 
economical, and environmentally friendly way 
- we help businesses Move Things Forward. 
Founded in 1984, our group produces upwards of 
5 million ISPM-15 export pallets per annum.
07570 712645
www.inkapallets.co.uk

Instabox
Stand Number SC2053
Instabox is a Swedish logistics startup that 
provides lightning-quick, hassle-free, and 
fossil-free e-commerce deliveries in the Nordics 
and the Netherlands.  Instabox has consistently 
grown by more than 300% per year since its 
start, making it one of the fastest-growing 
startups in Europe.
+4610 206 90 01
www.instabox.io

Jardak Transcare
Stand Number SC2163
Jardak Transcare specialise in distressed loads. 
Our accredited decontamination service of 
trailers, containers and the goods therein 
ensures safe onwards delivery for the supply 
chain whilst significantly reducing losses for 
hauliers and insurers. Our HACCP is centrally 
located close to J23.
01707333600
www.jardak.co.uk

JPGL
Stand Number SC2090
Part of the Jersey Post Group, JPGL offers a 
complete range of international cross-border, 
eCommerce and postal services to clients 
worldwide. Built on over 50 years` experience, 
JPGL offers bespoke services for a range of 
international customers.
07797827943
www.jpgl.com

Kardex
Stand Number SC2370
Kardex is a global automated storage and 
retrieval solutions provider with systems used 
across a wide range of retail and omnichannel 
industries. With more than 20,000 installations 
across the UK, we ensure a high level of 
availability combined with low total cost of 
ownership and operation.
01992557237
www.kardex.com

Kitau Robotics Ltd
Stand Number SC2110

KNAPP
Stand Number SC2101
KNAPP is a leading supplier of warehouse 
automation systems and software. Its solutions 
feature the latest intralogistics technologies, 
including robotic fulfilment. KNAPP has 53 
locations, 5500 employees and more than 3000 
installations worldwide including John Lewis, 
M&S and Boots in the UK.
+44 (0)1865 965000
www.knapp.com/en

LKE Group
Stand Number SC2242
LKE Group, based Germany, is one of the 
leading manufacturers of sophisticated transport 
systems. The cornerstones of the company, 
which has been active on the market for 
almost 20 years, include high quality, technical 
innovations, a comprehensive range of services, 
and a strong focus on clients.
+44 151 374 2921
lke-group.com/en

Lobster DATA GmbH
Stand Number SC2451
Lobster is reimagining digital transformation. 
Our vision is to stop treating processes and data 
as separates. Rather to connect everything with 
everything else. People. Systems. Processes. 
Things.
+44 7883 790812
www.lobster-world.com/en

Logistex - Warehouse Automation
Stand Number SC2112
Logistex provide automated materials handling 
and software (WMS) solutions for warehousing 
operations, specialising in storage and retrieval, 
order forwarding, picking and sortation systems. 
We also have the largest UK based engineering 
support services team in the warehouse 
automation industry.
01536 480600
www.logistex.com

Lowpad - Autonomous Mobile Robots
Stand Number SC2381
Lowpad is a pioneer in high-tech logistic 
solutions - we place our customers at the base 
of everything we do. At Lowpad, we are taking 
on the challenge to help organisations improve 
their productivity and efficiency while decreasing 
costs with our autonomous mobile robots.
+31 (0)184 69 11 05
www.lowpad.com

LuckaBox Logistics AG
Stand Number SC2440
www.luckabox.com

Mitsubishi Logisnext Europe Oy
Stand Number SC2191
Mitsubishi Logisnext Europe Oy is a high-
technology driven designer, manufacturer and 
provider of logistic solutions, including a wide 
portfolio of forklift trucks, automation systems, 
and related solutions and services.
+358 20 778 1332
www.rocla-agv.com

Myneral Labs
Stand Number ST2001
Myneral Labs is challenging the way in which 
supply chains are managed through its creation 
of a distributed, blockchain-based tool focused 
on easing the adoption of industry 4.0. With 
Myneral it is easier than ever to prove the 
provenance and authenticity of goods with our 
off-the-shelf solution
+442045514803
myneral-labs.com

nShift
Stand Number SC2143
Established in 2021, nShift is the global leading 
provider of cloud delivery management 
solutions, enabling the frictionless shipment 
and return of almost 1 billion shipments across 
190 countries. nShift’s software is used globally 
by e-commerce, retail, manufacturing and 3PL 
shippers.
+447710225404
nshift.com

NYCE.LOGIC WMS
Stand Number SC2141
NYCE.LOGIC WMS, part of Extenda Retail, 
provides a value-adding, cloud-based and 
competitive warehouse management system. 
We help 3PLs, retailers and logistics providers 
make their warehouse a competitive advantage 
by reducing complexity and costs while enabling 
scalability for B2C and B2B clients.
0732512561
www.extendaretail.com/solution/nyce-
logic-wms

OPEX
Stand Number SC2123
OPEX Corporation provides Next Generation 
Automation, including warehouse, document 
and mail automation solutions, to customers 
around the globe.
www.warehouseautomation.com

Palletline
Stand Number SC2313
Palletline Ltd sets the standards. We were the 
first pallet network and are still the UK’s leading 
palletised distribution specialists. If it’s on a 
pallet, we can handle it - safely, reliably and 
cost effectively. The Palletline concept is unique. 
All our member companies are shareholders 
in the network. Their combined expertise of 
logistics and distribution consistently delivers 
industry-leading service levels for our customers 
nationwide.
+44 (0) 121-767-6870
www.palletline.co.uk

ParcelSea
Stand Number SC2413
ParcelSea smart mailbox is your personal locker, 
that accepts and delivers your packages in a 
secure and contact-free way, without you even 
being home. The smart mailbox is made of 3 
different size sections and fits various package 
sizes, letters, and up to 5 grocery bags.
+372 551 9679
parcelsea.com/en

PCIAW
Stand Number SC2443

Peregrine Ltd
Stand Number SC2303
Peregrine Ltd can help solve your business 
shipping, courier and freight needs with a simple 
online booking system that meets the demands 
of your business delivery requirements. We use 
the largest courier companies in the world to 
deliver your business goods to any destination.
01616760161
www.peregrine.ltd
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AB Bioinnovations SC2063

Abandoned and Salvage Cargo Company SC2352

ABG Couriers SC2122

Access Mintsoft SC2331

AkdenizRack SC2161

Amazon Distribution & Fulfilment SC2171

Aramex SC2231
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Autofulfil SC2080

Autostore SC2040

Axelent Ltd SC2442

bekuplast GmbH SC2170

BillerudKorsnas SC2120

Bloq.it SC2082

Blue Robot Company SC2083

Bonus Eventus Maintenance Ltd SC2190

BotsAndUs SC2001

BusinessesForSale.com SC2091

BXB SC2203

Catalyst BI SC2201

CCL SC2311

Cloud9 Fulfilment Limited SC2343

CODEL SC2050

DHL Supply Chain SC2152

Direct Link Worldwide Ltd SC2162

DIRUX Ltd SC2271

Element Logic UK Ltd SC2333

eLocker SC2102

Exelot SC2121

Ferag UK Ltd SC2460

Fives Smart Automation Solutions SC2111

Gophr SC2115

HC Slingsby PLC SC2051

Huboidd SC2403

Huboo Technologies SC2071

Hurricane Modular Commerce Ltd SC2341

Increff SC2372

INKA Pallets Ltd SC2260

Instabox SC2053

Jardak Transcare SC2163

JPGL SC2090

Kardex SC2370

Kitau Robotics Ltd SC2110

KNAPP SC2101

LKE Group SC2242

Lobster DATA GmbH SC2451

Logistex - Warehouse Automation SC2112

Lowpad - Autonomous Mobile Robots SC2381

LuckaBox Logistics AG SC2440

Mitsubishi Logisnext Europe Oy SC2191

Myneral Labs ST2001

nShift SC2143

NYCE.LOGIC WMS SC2141

OPEX SC2123

Palletline SC2313

ParcelSea SC2413

PCIAW SC2443

Peregrine Ltd SC2303

Physical2Digital SC2371

Portakabin Ltd SC2160

Retail & Asset Solutions SC2042

Romb Technologies SC2402

Samsara Inc SC2241

Shippeo SC2164

Shopopop SC2072

Simacan SC2363

Swiss Sort & Prolistic SC2351

Tejas Software Inc SC2212

The Warehouse Racking Company LTD SC2081

ThroughPut Inc SC2221

Tive SC2350

Urb-it SC2220

Vicinity RFID Solutions Ltd ST2010

VILDETA SC2103

VR-Tek SC2113

WALTHER Faltsysteme GmbH SC2170

Warehouse Auditor SC2400

Waste Efficiency SC2180

Zencargo SC2261

Physical2Digital
Stand Number SC2371
Physical2Digital (P2D). Complexity, Simplified. 
Digital Supply Chain Innovation. P2D transform 
the way businesses manage product data and 
information across the supply chain, enabling 
compliance with new government legislation and 
driving time and cost efficiencies throughout the 
industry.
02036378507
www.p2dl.com

Portakabin Ltd
Stand Number SC2160
Portakabin is the pioneer of modular 
construction in Europe, delivering interim and 
permanent bespoke buildings, of any size and 
to fulfil almost any application, site and design. 
It has provided award-winning off-site built 
environments for over 60 years
01904 611655
www.portakabin.com

Retail & Asset Solutions
Stand Number SC2042
Retail & Asset Solutions, founders of the 
Good Faith Receiving concept, are Europe`s 
only end-to-end bespoke supply chain audit 
service provider. With 30 years` experience of 
conducting comprehensive audits, we ensure 
your businesses supply chain is fully optimised to 
meet your critical objectives.
0800 282 382
www.retailassetsolutions.com

Romb Technologies
Stand Number SC2402
Romb Technologies is an academic spin-off 
company developing and commercializing 
autonomous navigation technology. Our focus 
is on demanding material handling applications 
which require high levels of accuracy and 
repeatability.
+385989271792
romb-technologies.hr

Samsara Inc
Stand Number SC2241

Shippeo
Stand Number SC2164
Real-time transportation visibility leader, 
Shippeo, helps shippers and logistics service 
providers deliver superior service and operational 
excellence. Their multimodal network links FTL, 
LTL, parcel, and container transport, integrating 
850+ TMS, telematics, and ELD systems using a 
unique API.
shippeo.com

Shopopop
Stand Number SC2072
We make delivery more flexible, economical 
and sustainable. People collect your customers` 
shopping on their daily trips in return for a few 
euros. We apply car pooling concept to the last 
mile delivery.
+33 2 49 88 13 13
www.shopopop.com/en-gb

Simacan
Stand Number SC2363
Simacan is an open and supplier-independent 
cloud platform for real-time digital cooperation 
in urban logistics.Simacan enables fast and 
secure digital cooperation with - and between 
- transport companies and shippers in reducing 
transportation costs, optimizing supply chains 
and reducing CO2.
+31(0)338874000
www.simacan.com

Swiss Sort & Prolistic
Stand Number SC2351
SwissSort is offering solutions for data capturing 
and sorting of E-Commerce goods. The E-Sorter 
offers focused 6-sided OCR reading and robotic 
singulation through AI. Prolistic is a distributor 
for letter sorting machines since 20+ years. Their 
latest product is Procap, a semi-manual OCR 
station
+41 31 879 50 20
www.swisssort.ch&www.prolistic.ch

Tejas Software Inc
Stand Number SC2212
Tejas Software is an international company 
established in 2000 with its head office based 
in Colorado, Denver. Tejas provides cutting edge 
OMS, WMS and Purchase Order management 
omni-channel supply chain solutions for retailers 
around the world.
tejassoftware.com

The Warehouse Racking Company LTD
Stand Number SC2081

ThroughPut Inc
Stand Number SC2221
With ThroughPut`s AI-powered Demand 
Planning capabilities, Retailers can incorporate 
real-time insights on existing data sets to make 
faster and smarter decisions. With an in-depth 
understanding of trends, drivers, options, 
demand planners can slice main revenue drivers, 
service mix and usage.
www.throughput.ai

Tive
Stand Number SC2350
Tive is a leading provider of real-time supply 
chain visibility that helps logistics professionals 
actively manage their in-transit shipments` 
location and condition. With Tive, shippers and 
logistics service providers (LSPs) eliminate delays, 
damage and shipment failures.
tive.com

Urb-it
Stand Number SC2220
Here at Urb-it we think same-day urban 
deliveries can be better. Better for businesses. 
Better for customers. And better for the planet.
urb-it.com

Vicinity RFID Solutions Ltd
Stand Number ST2010
Vicinity RFID™ Solutions Ltd. is a specialist 
UHF-RFID Engineering company. With 15 years 
of experience across 17 industries, we deliver 
real-world, commercially viable RFID solutions 
that solve complex business problems. See how 
we can make an impact on your manufacturing 
business.
0204 501 8474
vicinityrfid.co.uk

VILDETA
Stand Number SC2103
We are world class steel fabricating and 
designing team that supplies and deliver all your 
in-store retail solutions on a global scale.
+37068696052
www.vildeta.lt

VR-Tek
Stand Number SC2113
VR-Tek is a Non-Functional Testing Consultancy 
specialising in the performance testing of IT 
systems in the Retail and Logisitcs sectors 
including eCommerce and Warehouse 
Management Systems. De-risk your deployments 
by performnace testing at predicted and future 
loads and volumes before go-live.
07867 780262
www.vr-tek.co.uk

WALTHER Faltsysteme GmbH
Stand Number SC2170
WALTHER folding systems is one of the most 
competent manufacturers of reusable plastic 
boxes in the industry. We combine the entire 
production process, from the initial idea and 
technical drawing to serial production, all under 
one roof. Time to market, if necessary, in record 
time!
+49 2832-9723-0
faltbox.com/en

Warehouse Auditor
Stand Number SC2400
Make the smart move Intuitive software to 
inspect, report and resolve issues efficiently. 
Warehouse Auditor lets your team record data, 
standardize inspections, ensure consistency and 
identify risks, with our easy-to-use reporting 
templates.
03450 179944
www.warehouseauditor.com

Waste Efficiency
Stand Number SC2180
Waste Efficiency is a specialist provider of 
waste management, recycling and facilities 
management solutions for the manufacturing, 
logistics and engineering industries.
08442640500
www.wasteefficiency.co.uk

Zencargo
Stand Number SC2261
Zencargo is a digital first freight forwarder & 
logistics provider. Our platform allows customers 
to book, manage and keep track of their 
international freight as well as use analytics to 
drive intelligent supply chain decisions that help 
their businesses thrive.
020 8068 7400
www.zencargo.com
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RETAIL. YOUR WAY.
FORWARD THINKING TO KEEP YOUR BUSINESS AGILE
In a world where connecting is paramount, we pair global reach with local knowledge to deliver agile and dynamic end-
to-end supply chain solutions with specialist knowledge across the entire retail industry. We help retailers explore new 
business models and logistics capabilities, to propel organisations to the next level of fulfilment excellence.  

When the complex must be simplified, we deliver.

DHL Supply Chain – Excellence. Simply delivered.
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